Build Your Assessment Tool Kit
Are you starting to think about an Environment Rating Scale assessment and have questions about NC’s
process or requirements? Or would you like to stay up to date with the most current assessment news, details,
and materials? Visit our website ncrlap.org to find a variety of helpful information, including resources and
trainings, that are offered by the North Carolina Rated License Assessment Project. This document highlights
areas of the website that can be helpful when you have questions or want to learn more. These resources are
available to everyone, and you do not have to log in or have an ID.

Home
•
•

Recent news about the assessment process
Specific resources for each scale and age group

Assessments
•
•

Learn about the assessment process from start to finish
Information about requesting an assessment

Frequently Asked Questions
•
•

Answers questions that are presented to NCRLAP staff about the process, scales, supplemental
information, and the interview
NC Additional Notes (these are needed as a guide for all scales while preparing for the assessment)

Training
•
•
•

Register for an event
A list of trainings currently offered by NCRLAP, including contact hour webinars that are completed at
your own pace
A link to provide feedback after an event

Resources
•
•
•

Scale specific videos with supplement booklets and a variety of documents and webcasts
Assessment related forms
Thinking More worksheets for each subscale in each rating scale to assist in a self-study process

About Us
•
•
•

Our contact information
Mission statement
Racial equity position statement

A message from NCRLAP:
We know that preparing for an assessment can seem like a daunting task, but we want you to know that the resources,
trainings, and information on our website can assist in those preparations. If additional questions arise, please don’t
hesitate to reach out to us at 1 (866) 362-7527 or ncrlap@uncg.edu and we will get back with you as soon as possible.
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